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Survey about Undergraduates’ Perceptions on Traditional and Pre-Class Online Quizzing (N=26)

















16	Learned a lot 	3.0769	1.52113	4.3846	1.09825	-3.157	.004













Comparison of Course Instructional Strategies across Three Semesters (N =14 class sessions)
	    1st Semester__	 2nd Semester		_3rd Semester_   
	P.P. Slides	Activities	P.P. Slides	Activities	P.P. Slides	Activities




4	13	1	GP	7	6	LCs 	19	2	GD, forming unit group
5	17	1	PT 	29	1	self diagnosis	10	2	self diagnosis, Venn D
6	14	2	PT, lesson critiquing	12	1	GD 	12	5	LCs 
7	17	1	Refl	28	4	LCs 	15	5	LCs 
8	22	3	read aloud, Refl,  GD	71	0		19	4	LCs 
9	24	2	GP	14	2	PS, ordering writing types	15	2	LC, jigsaw learning
10	20	1	Refl	12	2	PS, UPI	15	3	Venn D,  analyzing roles, unit activity design
11	14	1	Refl	9	2	CM, UPI	20	2	categorizing assessments 
12	16	1	Refl	10	2	CM, LPI	10	3	scavenger hunt, CM, PS
13	  24	2	Refl, GP	17	2	CM, LPI	0	5	works sharing, scavenger hunts, CM, UPI
14	20	2	Refl, GP	18	2	CM, LPI	0	1	POGIL project 
Total 	264	24		267	26		170	41	
CM: Concept Mapping 	GD: Group Discussion 		GP: Guided Practice
IP: Independent Practice 	LC: Learning Centers 		LPI: Lesson Plan Ideas 
PS: Problem Solving 		PT: Practice Teaching		Refl: Reflection	
UPI: Unit Plan Ideas 		Venn D: Venn Diagram		


Color codes for levels of cognitive learning: 
Green letter: comprehension 			Blue letter: application 			
Pink block: analysis 				Yellow block: synthesis 	
Red block: evaluation 				Green block: multiple levels



